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For designing heat exchange deyices operating under normal conditions. 
the designer may choose bet,,-een reIiahlt> engineering methods, offering, 
however, few data needcd for calculating the temperature distribution in parts 
subjected to high mechanical and thermal stresses (as e.g. the rotor of electric 
revolying machines or blades of a gas turhine). Though. the aspects of utmost 
exploitation of insulating and structural materials and of safety can only he 
agreed in exact knowledge of place and extent of temperature peaks. 

The primary condition for carrying out such calculations is information 
about the local yalues of the heat transfer coefficient. 

The heat transfer process being in close interaction with the structure 
of the flow developing in the duct, the phenomenon is too complex to permit 
theoretical deduction of sufficiently exact information. All these point to th.· 
importance of model tests for determining the local heat transfer as a function 
of systematically varying hydrodynamic characteristics. 

Some methological prohlems of the measurements will be analyzed, 
with special regard to conditions to he satisfied, permitting an important 
simplification of processing data, measured in a double-walled test section 
rather convenicnt in tests in revolving systems. Omitting consrtuction details, 
the test section is discussed only to an extent necessary for this purpose. 

According to a definition befitting engineering calculations - either 
climensioning or control - the local heat transfer coefficient 'l.(q:;; z) is the 
ratio of the heat flow density leaving the ,,-all surface moistened by the flow
ing medium at a given point to the difference between the wall temperature 
at the same point and the characteristic medium temperature (see Eq. (6)). 

The heated part the test section - of the experimental channel 
serying for the measuring 'l.(q;:::) is a double-walled tube (See Fig 1). The 
thin-walled lining - or inscrt tube - is made of stainless steel of a good 
thermal conductivity, and of a high strength, to act as load bearing structure 
of the test section. In a revolving system it can absorb also the load imposed 
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hy th(' c('ntrifugal force. The heat flux is measured h"v the caslllg around the 
insert tube. To ohtain an adequatt> accuracy, it is made from a synthetic 
material of poor thermal conductiyity (e.g. Teflon) with a rdatiy(>ly large wall 
thickness. The tlwrmocouplcs are placed on the internal and tl1<' ext"rnal 
surfacf'8 of the casing. To ayoid technical difficultie8. tIll' internal thermocouple8 
are in fact placed on tll<' ext"rnal 8l11'fact' of the in8ert tube containg tlw casing. 
T,'mperature data mcm:urcd by tlwm art' us,d in forming both tht' heat flux 
and the temperature deyelopment in the channel wall. Thermal flux is gener
ated hy eleetric heating surrounding the casing. Temperature T" of the ('oolant 
entering the test :::eetion is measured by the thermocouplt' at th .. centerlinc 
ehannp1. }Iea;mrement of the mass flo"w ziz outside tb .. test section can lw realized 

by any suitable method. 
The local 11Pat transfer coefficient as a tC5t result ])I'C0111"S acct'ssihlc 

only after haying processed the primary l1wasnred data dir:-ctly recordpcl by 
the measuring conYe1'ters (m.ctpring orific,'. t 111'1'I11omct('1'5 etc.). 1Iethoc1s 
strictly pur8uing the proce8s are in gnleral t'xtrt'l1wly labour-con8uming. 
::\"amdy the heat flux entering into the fluid has to lw eomput,'d hy forming 
the gradient of the tulw wall temperature fidd on the :3urface bounding the 
flow, conditioned, in turn, by the preyious solution of tIlt' difffTfntial equation 
describing the temperatnre fi"lcL taking the boundary condition8 proyidpcl hy 
the measur:cment data into consideration. 

}Iaking woe of possibilities offercd hy th· (XP' rimental cleyic(' to get 
8uitab]" 8implifying a;;:8umptions. the work of data IHoct'ssing can IJf' 1'ea80n
ably limited without impairing the pxp"ct( cl (xactn .. 'ss of the rpsults. 

In the actual ca;;:e of chief prohlt'm is due to that in the test section 
the flow i8 not axisymml1rical resulting in a three-dimensional heat flow in 
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the tube wall. Thus the temperature field of the >'tall in steady-state thermal 
condition is described in the cylindrical coordinate system (r; cp: z) by the La
placian differential equation 

o (1) ----,---
1'2 aq-2 a:;;2 

to he solyed undt'r the full effect of the mentioned difficulties. The data proces
sing would he much simplifit>d by the approximation that the heat flux in the 
wall is one-dimensional with only radial components. This approximation can 
lw acceptt'd if the first term of the Laplacian equation much exceeds the 
s"cond and third t"1'ms. Let us examine the conditions of the ahove. 

--'~_s concerns the ass{'ssment of the orders of magnitude of the equation 
terms: 

2){ A} is tlw symbol of the order of a quantity A. 
Bv order of the deri;-atiye of a yariahle the order of the change ratio is 
understood and its ,-alue in lack of an analytical relationship is 
approximat('d with the '1uotient of the supposed change by the range 
change. 
By order of product, the product of the order of the factors is understood. 

For quite a rough approximation of tll(' order of the ratio of the first 
to third terms of tlJ(' Laplace equation, the radial temperature drop in the 

tube wall .IT, and tlw channel radius 1'0 are chosen as units. Since the tempera
tur,~ drop JTr occurs in the 'I-all of thickness () and the order of Yariahl(, r 

is rO' introducing thp ~ymhol J 6 rU' thp order of the first term is estimated at: 

2) I~ i.lr ()T
I

, 

I r ar I ar d (1) I~l (1) (1) 
J} cl 

1 

(The orders of the coefficients are separately indicated in parenthesps.) 
TIlt' order of tll., third term is obtained considering that the change of 

the ,,-all temperature along tlw channel length is considerable only in the 
thermal pntrance length. }Ian y r(,:3parch('r5 have found thi" length to bt' ] 0 
to 1.3 time:::: the tu]w diameter or more. For the t'stimation the most unfayour
able instance is considered, where the axial temperature change .1T: reaehes 
the order of th,~ radial temperature drop halfway on the thermal entrance 
length rising spction i.t'. a length of:;; (10 1.3) r w Expressing yariable 
: and change JT: to scales of rl) and -.IT,, n'sl)('ctiy('ly, ,'yen in the most un
fayoluahle instancp the orrln (Jf the third term of tl1<' Laplace Nluation is 
,"stimatpd at: 
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Thus, rough calculations show for ro = 5 . 10-3 m the first term of the 
Laplace equation to be by four orders greater than the third one in an insert 
tube of wall thickness 01 = 0.25 . 10-3 m (LJ = 1/20) and about for hundred 
times that in the casing of wall thickness O2 = 2,5 . 10-3 m. 

To estimate the relation between orders of the first and second terms, 
a less formal consideration is applied than the previous one, reflecting hetter 
the physical principle. 

Its result will be expressed in a form expliciting the condition to be 
satisfied by the measuring data to omit the effect of temperature change 
along the circumference in the Laplace equation. 

The uneven temperature distrihution with respect to the polar angle 
in any cross section is described hy the difference JTr, between the highest 
and least local value along the circumference with a radius 1'1' If the flow 
structure in the tube cross section is symmetrical measured abuut any dia
meter, this difference is expected to develop on half the channel circumference 
(say in the angle range 0 :::: q; :7) thus the second term in the Laplaee 
equation is of the order: 

{
I (PT} 

G 1'2 f)rr2 

1 JT~ 
0-,,-' 

r1 :7-

For estimating the first term, the Fourier law can ])e used. expressing the 

relationship between the derivative f)T f)r and the radial heat flux. Obviously. 
the order of the radial heat flux equals the mean yalue of the heat flux density 
passing from the tube wall across the casing surface of radius 1"0 to the flow. 
Its value is obtained from product 'l. • JT 0 where 'l. is the mean heat transfer 
coefficient, LIT 0 the difference bet,veen the average wall surface temperature 
and the characteristic temperature of the flow, the so-called temperature 
step. Thus, denoting the heat conductivity of the material of the insert tube 

by I't!'l' the order of the first term may he written as 

() {~ ~ (I' f)T) } 
r f)r f)r 

The estimation is valid also for the temperature field of the casing if 
01 and l' ll '1 are replaced by the casing wall thickness O2 and its heat conductiy
ity 1'll'2' resp., as the radial heat flux is also of order 'l.LlT 0 in the casing wall. 
Obviously the importance of the second term of Laplace equation becomes 
insignificant compared to the first term if inequality 
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exists_ (For the casing i 2, for the insert tuhe i = 1.) After some transforma-
tion, finally the condition 

A (r~~r Bi (2) 

IS ohtaillf'd. Dep!'nding Oll whether the condition has to he referred to the 
te'mperature field of tlw insert tube or of the casing, coefficient A has to be 
taken as: 

A I (for the insprt tuhe), 

r\ i"Vl (f 1 .) A-=-· -,'- or t w casIng . 
r)2 1''''2 

Coeffici('nt Bi is the wdl-kno"wn non-dimeni3ionaI charactf'ri5tic of heat 
fIo'\\" problems, the Biot numlwL defined as 

Bi =, ~~ 
JOWl 

(3) 

(its phY:3ical meaning will he considered later). 
NOll1miformity .Jr,r has to satisfy condition (2) to neglect the wall 

tt'mperature change along the circumference. 
For an insert tuhe made of stainless steel UTI 20 W mK) and casing 

of Teflon (i' n 2 == 0.23 W mK), in caSt' of a mean value of 'X 200 W m2K 
for the thermal conductivity (Bi = 0.0025). even a nonuniformity .::1T'F LlTo = 

0,1 along the circumft'rpncp yield5 that tIlt' right-hand side of condition (2) 
i" about no tin1P5 thp j(·ft-hand side for th(, insert tube and about 950 times 
for the ca5ing. It i:3 easy 'to understand that these numbers indicate at the 
same time the relative importance of tlw first term of the Laplace equation 
compared to tht· second term. 

Remembering the ratio of estimated orders of the first to the third 

tt'rm, the order of magnitudf' analyses lead to the conclusion that 
the heat flux in the test section tcall is approximately radial and the tempera
ture field is described by the ordinary differential equation 

o. (4) 

Let us consider no'" particulars of the data proce5sing method. In the 
test section the thermocouples placed on the external surface (of radius r 2) 
and the internal surface (of radius r 1) of the casing are fitting tightly the insert 
tube measuring the temperature sets T z =T(r2;q;;z) and T1=T(r1;q;;z), 
respectively. These data cannot be directly used but for computing the heat 
flux density in the casing. Specifying the two sets - two numerical functions 
- as boundary conditions, the temperature field in the casing is obtained by 
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soh-ing the differential equation (4), from which the heat flux can be expressed 
in terms of Fourier's heat conductivity law. Omitting the details, in final 
account the value of the heat flux passing from the casing to the insert tube i5: 

(5) 

The interpretation of the local heat transfer coefficient involves two 
characteristics based on temperature distribution T(r n; (f: =) at the flow
moistened surface of radius ro. (But T(r n: q:: =) will not be measured, becau:;;e 
of technical reasons.) Namely in tllt' interpretation according to the generally 
applied definition 

:I.(q: =) 

beside the reference temperature difference lTf) 
heat flux 

T. 
(6) 

(7) 

pa5sing to the flo'w across the moistened referenee :;;urface involves the 
surface temperature. However, this definition is to Iw rf'tailwd, tlwrdore, the 
measuring data processing formulap havp to b{' developed in a way not to con
tain thc temperature T(r,,: (r: z). 

Flux q(r 0; er; z) is easy reduce to flux q( r 1: q : =) con taining only measuring 
data. Namely, since according to approximation (4) the local heat flux ill the 
insert tube ".-all is inversely proportional to radius rand sinct" in crossing the 
casing/inseTt tube boundary surface the radial component of the heat flux 
density vectors remains continuous, tlip surfacl' heat flux becomes: 

iouo 2 --'-''---'----'---.-'--''--'---

rolll (r2 r1) 
(8) 

To eliminate the temperature stepjT (I a fictin' heat transfer coefficient 
rxm(rp; z) is defined, the reference surface of which is thc moistened surface in 
accordance with rx(q;; z), hut its reference temperature difference is the complet 

temperature step JTt = T(rl: cp; z) - Tf . 

Thus, be 

(9) 

No'w it is shown that in data processing, :I.(cf; =) can be approximated In
rxm(Cf; z), indicating also the resultant systematic error. 
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Expressing from (9), (6) and (7) the complete temperature step JTt, 

the temperature st .. p _JTo, as WE'll as the temperature drop T(T1' ep: z) -
- T(To: er: z) across thl' insE'rt tube wall, respE'ctively, and taking into account 
that the complete temperature step is the sum of both latter, then obviously: 

1 1 

Since with thE' insert tube dimensions 61 To = 0,05 ~ L the logarithmic func
tion can be approximated ,\-ith its first-order Taylor polynomial. With eqn. 
(3) thus becomes 

Bi). (10) 

The PHor from approximating the actual heat transfer copfficient by a 

fictive 'l.m value referred to the complete temperature step easy to measure, 
is seen to be equal to the Biot number, i.('. in average some permille as seen 
above. This low value of th .. Biot numher indicates the very poor resistance 
of the inscrt tube wall to the heat flow passing from the casing to the flowing 
coolant. ,,-here as tllf' resistance of the convectiye heat transfer on the moistened 
i3urface is preyalent. This state of things further reduces the importance of 
the error committed hy r('placing Laplace equation (1) for the in:3ert tube by 
Eq. (,1) as an exact computation would pntrain but a i3light change in the 

earlier estimated value. 
After having substituted temperature T(To: q: :) of the moistened surface 

in pv('ry respect lpt us pn'sent thp formula for computing tllf' local heat tran:::fer 
factor from measuring dat a: 

'l.(((: :) (11) 

Neglecting the Biot number compared to unity the formula was written 
by means of (8), (9) and (10). 

Remind that the concept of the heat transfer coefficient calculated 
according to (11) meam: quotient of the heat flux passing to the coolant flow 
by the temperature To of the flow entering the heated section or the mixed 
mean temperature Tm (:). The first one is the actual temperature uniformly 
distributed in cross section : = 0, the second being the fictive temperature 
changing from cross section to cross section along the channel length. defined 
in terms of the enthalpy balance written for the part of the heated section 

up to the actual cross section. 
: 2;;: 

1"0 .I'J q(1"o;q:;z)dq:dz. 
(I 0 
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Cm is the mass flow, and c p its isobaric specific heat taken to he constant.) 
Substituting the integrand from (8), in data processing the mixed mean temper
ature of the fluid can be determined from: 

Z 2"'1 

If (12) 

tJ L 

o 0 

In conclusion: for the experimental determination of local heat transfer 
coefficient x(q;;;:;) defined by Eq. (6) the following data have to be directly 
measured: 

temperature distrihution T(r 2; rp;;:;) on the external casing surface, 
temperature distrihution T( T 1; q;; ;:;) on the internal casing surface 
fitting to the insert tube, 
temperature To of the coolant before entering the heated test section, 
mass flow Irz of the coolant in the test section. 

The value of x(q;; z) is computed from these data by means of Eq. (ll). 
Characteristic tempprature T j is replaced eith"r by To, or hy T m(z) determined 
according to (1:2). 

Summary 

The laboriousne~5 of the experimental determination of the local heat transfer coeffi
cient is substantially reduced by simplifying the evaluation method. The steady-state tem
perature field of annular tube walls is obtained from the Laplace differential equation. For 
an other than cOllStant convective heat transfer coefficient along the tube cir~umference, 
the temperature field is three-dimensional. By analyzing the order of magnitude of the terms 
in the Laplace equation referred to the cylindrical coordinate system (r; cp; ;:;) the conditions 
to be satisfied for an adequate approximation of the wall heat flux density using the one
dimensional Laplace equation have been established. A simple approximate method has 
been presented for processing temperature data registered in a double-walled test section, 
at a reasonable restriction of evaluation work. 
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